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                    Abstract
On the one hand, philosophers have presented numerous apparent examples of indeterminate individuation, i.e., examples in which two things are neither determinately identical nor determinately distinct. On the other hand, some have argued against even the coherence of the very idea of indeterminate individuation. This paper defends the possibility of indeterminate individuation against Evans’s argument and some other arguments. The Determinacy of Identity—the thesis that identical things are determinately identical—is distinguished from the Determinacy of Distinctness—the thesis that distinct things are determinately distinct. It is argued that while the first thesis holds universally and there is no case of indeterminate identity, there are reasons to think that the second thesis does not hold universally, and that there are cases of indeterminate distinctness.
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                    Notes
	The issue of vague identity is discussed in the papers in Akiba and Abasnezhad (2014, Sect. 5).


	Thus, we have changed our mind on this issue.


	In an admissible manner—but this qualification is henceforth omitted for the sake of simplicity.


	
Williamson (1996) and Hughes and Cresswell (1996, p. 314) give proofs that use Axioms K and B (i.e., in the modal system KB), but K is in fact not necessary.


	In fact, there is a simple quasi-Evans argument against indeterminate distinctness that uses not Axiom B but Axiom 5: \(\lnot {\Delta } p\rightarrow {\Delta } \lnot {\Delta } p\), which is supported by the euclidean accessibility relation: \(wR{w}'\wedge wR{w}''\Rightarrow {w}'R{w}''\). Take any precisification \(w\) (possibly @). If, for some \(a\) and \(b\), \(\lnot {\Delta } a=b\wedge \lnot {\Delta } \lnot a=b\) at \(w\), then there is a precisification \({w}'\) of \(w\) (i.e., \(wR{w}'\)) at which \(a=b\), and there is a precisification \({w}''\) of \(w\) (i.e., \(wR{w}''\)) at which \(\lnot a=b\). But, by DI, \({\Delta } a=b\) at \({w}'\). By the euclidean accessibility relation, \({w}'R{w}''\); thus, \(a=b\) at \({w}''\), contradicting \(\lnot a=b\). QED. However, this argument does not hold up because the ‘is a precisification of’ relation cannot be euclidean, as we just saw. We thank Ali Abasnezhad (in correspondence) for showing us a similar reductio proof in the modal system K45.


	This interpretation is adopted most explicitly by Williamson (1999), although he does not commit himself exclusively to it and considers other possibilities. Some, such as Dummett (1975), Salmon’s (1981), and Greenough (2003), adopt the same interpretation or similar interpretations. Our interpretation is close to Fine (1975), though we develop it in a different direction.


	Nor shall we decide between our interpretation and the interpretation given in Barnes and Williams (2011), which sets forth a generally ontic theory of indeterminacy but embraces S5 modality as the logic of ‘determinately’.


	See, e.g., Bobzien (2012) for a defense of Axiom 4. Field (2000, p. 19) argues that even S5 modality does not eliminate higher-order vagueness in the most general sense.


	Williamson (2002, p. 293) gives a proof that uses Axioms K and T (i.e., in the modal system KT), but K is in fact not necessary.
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